Abstract -We obtain n e w entropy and m u t u a l information formulae for regenerative stochastic processes. We use them on M a r k o v channels to generalize the results i n G o l d s m i t h and Varaiya [3]. Also w e obtain tighter bounds on capacity and better algorithms than in [3].
I. INTRODUCTION
We obtain new formulae for the entropy and mutual information for regenerative processes including many Harris recurrent Markov and long range dependent processes. Using our results we improve upon the lower bound for the capacity of the Markov channels without feedback considered in [3] . We generalize all the results in [3] while significantly simplifying the proofs, we also modify the algorithm in [3] to obtain the mutual information and obtain a substantially simpler algorithm.
ENTROPY AND MUTUAL INFORMATION
Let { X , , k 2 0) be a discrete valued regenerative stochastic process (see [l] chapter V). Let 1 5 TI < T2 < T3 < . . . be the regeneration epochs for {X,} with r = TZ -T I a regeneration length. Denote X: = ( X m , . . . , X,). Entropy per sample of X is given by H ( X ) = limn+m i H ( X ; ) , if the limit exists.
The next theorem and lemma provides existence and rates of convergence of H ( X ) . For X starting in any initial distribution, define YO = -log P ( X F ) , Y, = -log P(X:zz;), n 2 1, where P ( . . . ) denotes the distribution of X . Let S, = -logP(X;), Yo(n) = -l o g P ( X T A n ) . The following theorem can be proved using regenerative theory (see e.g. [l] Chapter V). The regeneration epochs of {p,} and {T,} are same as that of ((2,) S,)}. Therefore, T , -+ T and p, -+ p converge in total variation to their unique distributions.
Then S,/n + E Y l / E r a.s.. Furthermore, i f E[Yo] < CO then the limit H ( X ) also exists and equals E [ Y l ] / E r . If in addi-
tion, 0 < war(Y1) < m then [S, -n E Y l / E r ] n -; converges in distribution to normal r.v. N(0, a2) (CLT), where a ' = var(Y1) + ($)'Var(7-) -w c o v ( Y 1 , r
Next we provide recursive formulae for I ( X T , Y;"). We have shown that

I ( X T , Y ? )
=,,=, P ( X ; IS;=s',Z;=z')a; We have obtained recursive formulae for p, and 7rn as in [3] . Now as in [3], we can obtain the limit of I ( X , Y ) / n . However unlike for the iid inputs, computing these distributions for Markov inputs is extremely complicated. Therefore, we consider another algorithm. Observe that, from our results
[log P(Y;" I X ; ) / P ( X r ) / n ] -+ I ( X , Y ) a.s. and hence we can obtain recursive algorithms to compute an aproximation for the limit from formulae for p, and T,.
We obtain a lower bound on channel capacity using the above algorithm, by calculating sup,(,) I ( X , Y ) by restricting the supremum to the set of (hidden) Markov chain inputs. This lower bound is obviously tighter than Iiid obtained in [3] .
As in [3] , to compute this bound via optimization algorithms, it helps to know if limn+m I ( X F , Y;")/n is a continuous function of the distribution of {Z,}. We have proved it, using the regenerative setup for finite state spaces. The decision feedback decoder designed in the section VI of [3] can be directly extended to our setup. We have demonstrated the utility of our algorithm by applying on some Markov channels. 
